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Managing a Software
Business
Diomidis Spinellis

HUGE INDUSTRIES , from the automotive and healthcare industries
to fi nance and entertainment, center increasingly on software. Managing such a software business, let
alone the transition from an established one, is tough because software’s ethereal nature offers infi nite

dows; a software–hardware combination (consider the iPhone); or a
service, such as eBay? Having a service component in your offering lets
you secure recurring revenue. However, you’ll also need to invest in and
manage the operations required to
deliver it. Thanks to the Internet and

You need to decide who builds
your offering, by drawing your
organization’s boundaries.

lucrative or catastrophic choices. A
map of software business management tasks can help you navigate the
securest and most profitable route
through the sea of alternatives.

Your Business Model
and Strategy
Start with your business model, the
idea that describes how you create
value. Will that be a pure software
product, such as Microsoft Win-
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cloud computing, it’s now easy to include a service component into any
type of software.
If your business model aims to
supplant an existing one (think of
Netfl ix moving from posted DVDs
to video streaming), you must also
plan and manage the transition
and its upheaval. Existing revenue
streams might dry up before new
ones start bringing in cash, new
people might be brought in and ex-

isting ones retrained, power structures and resources might be reallocated, and the organization’s culture
might need to adjust to the new way
of doing things. Most dramatically,
a software-centered business model
might not be able to deliver the comforts of an existing business model.
It might involve painful redundancies and adjustments for shrunk revenue and profit margins.
Then, consider your market. You
can target enterprises or individuals,
you can create a specialized product or appeal to the masses, you
can cover a broad area or focus on
a niche, and you can lead the market or complement an existing offering. Two features of software can
guide you here. The low marginal
distribution cost (the cost of adding
another user) means that additional
sales can often directly translate
into pure profit. However, entering
a mass market is hard; for example,
more than two-thirds of the millions of mobile phone apps are never
or hardly ever downloaded. Software is also easy to distribute on a
global scale. This can allow you to
focus on a profitable niche.
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A key part of any strategy is how
you deal with competition. Software, and especially a service built
through it, exhibits strong network
effects: your offering’s value increases with the number of its users.
Positioning yourself as a hub in a
winner-takes-all field can be remarkably rewarding. A related strategy involves offering a platform or an ecosystem in which your business can
grow together with others that depend on yours. Technology can play
an important role here. The choice
of open or proprietary fi le formats,
APIs, and plug-in mechanisms can
make the difference between failure
and success.
Finally, as part of your strategy,
you need to decide who builds your
offering, by drawing your organization’s boundaries. Software construction might appear easy to outsource, but then what value are you
offering? Also, given the big productivity differences among developers,
your engineers will likely be a stra-

tegic asset rather than just a cog in
your operations’ machinery. You
might be able to minimize licensing
costs by using or modifying open
source components, but so can your
competition. You can even crowdsource software development and
support, but building and maintaining a live volunteer community isn’t
for the fainthearted.

Your Offering
You implement your strategy by managing the product or service you’re
offering. This is a delicate balancing
act. An important guide is obviously
the set of features your existing or
potential customers have requested.
Less obviously, many other things
determine your offering’s quality: its
usability, security, maintainability,
reliability, and efficiency. All these elements are at odds with each other,
and all drive up costs. Piling features
generally reduces the software’s other
qualities. Also, increasing security reduces usability, increasing efficiency
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IEEE SOFTWARE WINS
APEX 2016 AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
IEEE Software has received an APEX 2016
Award of Excellence in the “Magazines,
Journals, & Tabloids—Electronic” category.
APEX 2016—the 28th Annual Awards for
Publication Excellence—is an international
competition that recognizes outstanding publications from newsletters and magazines to
annual reports, brochures, and websites.
According to the APEX 2016 judges, “The
awards were based on excellence in graphic
design, quality of editorial content and the
success of the entry in conveying the message and achieving overall communications
effectiveness.”
The award went to our November/December 2015 issue, which focused on
refactoring, the process of improving a program’s source code without changing its external behavior. Contributors to this special issue included William
Griswold and William Opdyke, whose separate PhD dissertations contained the
initial research that led to refactoring becoming a standard practice.
The issue looked at how far refactoring has come since then and addressed industry perspectives on the adoption of refactoring, refactoring for
software on mobile devices, and lessons from the trenches on database refactoring. The “Point/Counterpoint” column provided two opposing viewpoints:
one from John Brant that “Refactoring Tools Are Trustworthy Enough” and one
from Friedrich Steimann that “Trust Must Be Earned.”
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2015
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reduces maintainability and reliability—the list goes on. It’s your
job as a manager to make sensible
choices, triage, prioritize, and handle
expectations.
If this wasn’t difficult enough,
you also need to consider your offering’s stability and evolution. Users often distrust a stale product,
whereas enterprises typically value
stability (until they ditch you for the
new kid on the block). Swift technology advances and Lehman’s laws of
software evolution guarantee that,
unless you constantly invest in your
software, it will quickly become ob6
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solete. Cruelly, each year your competitors will fi nd it easier to build a
competing product, while your software becomes less flexible and attractive. At some point, the frightening possibility of starting afresh
might be the only viable option.

Your Processes
To deliver your software or service,
you must manage its development
and operations. Start by choosing
the software development method
you’ll follow. A lot depends on your
customers. If they seek adaptation
to changing requirements, select an
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agile process, whereas if they value
certainty and stability, you might
want to go for a more predictive
process. Your organization’s culture and staff’s experience will play
a role here. Your job also includes
adapting the process to its environment, assessing its effectiveness and
efficiency, and continuously improving it.
On the basis of the process you’ve
chosen, you need to manage the corresponding planning and enactment.
Predictive processes will require you
to invest time in process planning,
deliverable defi nitions, effort and
schedule estimations, and resource
allocation, as well as the management, measurement, and control
of risks, quality, and your plan. An
agile process will be even more demanding. Here, you must bring the
customer close to the developers, ensure the software’s frequent delivery,
motivate individuals, empower teams
to organize themselves, and promote
a culture of technical excellence.
With software increasingly being offered as a service, another important thing you must manage is
the operations behind the delivery.
Here, you need to coordinate people
and technology to ensure the reliable delivery of a high-quality service. Elements to keep an eye on include infrastructure configuration
management, deployments, security
methods to address the inevitable
failures, the user experience and
application performance monitoring, issue ticketing, and around-theclock support.
Your processes are ultimately
run by people, and managing them
in a software business is no mean
feat. As clever specialized knowledge workers, developers can’t be
effectively managed through command and control. The tools you’ll
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THE IEEE SOFTWARE BLOG

H OW T O
R E AC H US

If you haven’t been reading the IEEE Software Blog (http://blog.ieeesoftware
.org) over the last two months, here’s what you’ve missed:
•
•
•
•

“Diversity in CS Shines at NSBC 2016”
“CodeTube: Making the Best of Software Development Video Tutorials”
“There Ain’t No Such Thing as a Free Build”
“Insights for Practitioners into Empirical Software Architecture
Research”
• “Has Empiricism in Software Engineering Amounted to Anything?”
• “Does Your Android App Collect More Than It Promises To?”
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Let the blog help you keep up with the quickly changing world of software
engineering.
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use are motivation, empowerment,
and trust. Keeping developers productive should be your number-one
priority. Eliminate distractions and
waste, give them all the tools and
hardware they need, and set up your
organization’s structures in a way
that lets them write great software.
Avoid promoting stellar developers
to become mediocre managers, by
having a separate engineering career
track. Attracting talent in a highly
competitive marketplace, sharing
your organization’s values among
all developers, and keeping the expensively acquired and trained devel-

opers in your organization are also
critical tasks.
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